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if you are tired of copying and pasting, you can set up keyboard shortcuts to perform certain functions. then, when
you press the desired keyboard shortcut, the action will happen automatically. so if you set up a keyboard shortcut

to change your font size, youll be able to get your font size changed quickly and easily without having to move
your mouse or clicking anything. for example, if you set up a keyboard shortcut to increase the font size, you can

increase it quickly and easily by pressing the shortcut key. youll find all of the keyboard shortcuts that you can use
in your creative cloud workspace. the history of kanda myojin shrine goes back to 8th century. while the shrine is

one of the oldest in tokyo, it has also a close relation with modern japanese pop culture, anime because the shrine
is located near akihabara. the popular anime named love live which depicts teen girls group chasing their dream
to become idol singers often covers this area in their episodes. then this shrine became the sacred place for the
fun of love live. we can see the mixture of old traditional culture and modern pop culture here. the girls in the

anime are promoting kanda festival on the flag. the history of kanda myojin shrine goes back to 8th century. while
the shrine is one of the oldest in tokyo, it has also a close relation with modern japanese pop culture, anime
because the shrine is located near akihabara. hotel mira tokyo tokyo is a modern business hotel located in

shibuya. all rooms at the hotel mira are fitted with modern amenities and technology to ensure an excellent and
convenient stay. the on-site restaurant offers a buffet breakfast as well as a variety of dishes from all over the

world. guests can visit the nearby shibuya shopping district for a range of shops, bars and restaurants. the hotel is
a 10-minute walk from shibuya station, the nearest subway station. narita airport is just a 30-minute drive from

the hotel. hotel mira tokyo tokyo is an ideal location to explore the city.the hotel mira tokyo offers free wi-fi in all
areas.
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a warm welcome awaits you at the newly refurbished
hotel kanda tokyo shibuya. rooms offer chic interiors and

modern amenities. the hotel is ideally located in the
heart of shibuya, which is the cultural hub of tokyo. close

to shopping malls and entertainment facilities, it is a
convenient base from which to discover the city.

kurihama view hotel shibuya is within a 15-minute walk
of the shibuya station on the tohoku shinkansen line.

yokohama is 30 minutes by train and nagoya, the capital
of aichi prefecture, is just a 70-minute ride away. a

5-minute walk from the hotel is the shibuya shopping
area.the hotel offers guests a welcoming ambience and
comprehensive facilities. guests can enjoy the on-site

restaurant where they can savor delicious food served at
any time of day. wireless internet access is available in
all public areas. in addition, there is a laundry service, a

newspaper stand and a business center. guests can
enjoy all of the modern amenities at kurihama view hotel

shibuya while at the hotel. located in the center of
shibuya, this modern hotel offers the best of both worlds:
a convenient location and excellent facilities. the hotel is

within a 10-minute walk from shibuya station, where
guests can enjoy easy access to all that the lively city

has to offer. located in the central area, guests can walk
to dozens of popular shopping areas and restaurants.
shibuya is a 15-minute drive from the hotel. hotel villa

fontaine tokyo-ueno okachimachi is located only a
3-minute walk from shin-okachimachi subway station and
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a 10-minute walk from jr okachimachi train station. free
wi-fi is available at the ground floor lobby and all the

guest rooms. guests can rent laptops at the front desk
and enjoy a simple complimentary breakfast buffet.the

air-conditioned rooms come with a flat-screen tv, a fridge
and an electric kettle with green tea bags. nightwear,

slippers and toothbrush sets are provided for all guests.
the en suite bathroom includes free toiletries and a

bathtub.hotel villa fontaine tokyo-ueno okachimachi is a
15-minute walk from ueno station and a 20-minute walk

from ueno park. asakusa area is a 15-minute subway ride
and akihabara station is a 10-minute subway ride away.a

coin-launderette is on site and a trouser press can be
borrowed for in-room use. an iron and humidifier can be
borrowed at the front desk and a free-use microwave is

available at the lobby.a simple breakfast buffet featuring
warm bread and coffee is served at the dining room.
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